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Please note:
Objects are organized by gallery.
G127
G203 – G229

For purposes of concision, this may not be a comprehensive list of every Spanish artwork on view. Some of the galleries represented may have additional Spanish objects not listed here.
Joan Miró, Mural for the Terrace Plaza Hotel, 1947
Accession #: 1965.514
Art Museum Location: G127/Cincinnati Wing

Félix González-Torres (American, Cuban Born), Untitled (Portrait of the Cincinnati Art Museum), 1994
Accession #: 1994.218
Art Museum Location: Front Lobby

Unidentified Artist, Tomb Effigy of don Sancho Saiz Carillo, circa 1300
Accession #: 1958.93
Art Museum Location: G203
Lorenzo Zaragoza (Spanish, b. Circa 1340, d. Circa 1410), painter, Retablo of Saint Peter, Circa 1400
Accession #: 1960.473
Art Museum Location: G203

Master of San Baudelio and Master of Maderuelo, Falconer, circa 1125-1150
Accession #: 1962.594
Art Museum Location: G203

Nicolás Francés, The Fall of The Angels, circa 1440
Accession #: 1959.20
Art Museum Location: G204

Pedro Berruguete, The Lamentation, circa 1500
Accession #: 1959.19
Art Museum Location: G204
Unidentified Artist, St. Andrew, 15th Century
Accession #: 1923.765
Art Museum Location: G204

Bartolomé Esteban Murillo, St. Thomas of Villanueva Dividing His Clothes Among Beggar Boys, circa 1667
Accession #: 1927.412
Art Museum Location: G206

El Greco, Christ on the Cross with a View of Toledo, circa 1610-1614
Accession #: 1932.5
Art Museum Location: G206
Unidentified Artist (Spanish), Woman with a White Shawl, Circa 1650 – Circa 1675
Accession Number: 1915.159
Gallery Location: G206

Jusepe de Ribera, Saint Matthias (Young Man with Hatchet), Circa 1630
Accession Number: 1957.508
Gallery Location: G206

Francisco Zurbarán (Spanish, b.1598, d.1664), painter, Saint Peter Nolasco Recovering the Image of the Virgin of El Puig, 1630
Accession #: 1917.58
Art Museum Location: G206

Juan Zurbarán (Spanish, b.1620, d.1649), attributed painter, Still Life with Fruit and Pottery, Circa 1640 – Circa 1645
Accession #: 1939.52
Art Museum Location: G206
Alonso Cano, St. John the Baptist, 1645-1652
Accession #: 1964.69
Art Museum Location: G206

Diego Velázquez, Philip IV, King of Spain, circa 1655
Accession #: 1927.425
Art Museum Location: G206

Pablo Picasso, Head of a Woman, 1922
Accession #: 1941.253
Art Museum Location: G228

Pablo Picasso, Abstraction (Head), 1930
Accession #: 1991.312
Art Museum Location: G229
Pablo Picasso, Still Life with Glass and Lemon, 1910
Accession #: 1967.1428
Art Museum Location: G229

Juan Gris, Still Life with Violin and Music Sheet, 1914
Accession #: 1967.1112
Art Museum Location: G229
Art Related to Spain

Tiziano Vecellio (Titian), King Philip II of Spain, circa 1550 – circa 1551
Accession #: 1927.402
Art Museum Location: G202
(not Spanish but made for Spain)

Jan van Hemessen with Katharina van Hemessen, Altarpiece with Scenes from the Old and New Testaments (The Tendila Retablo), 1550s
Accession #: 1953.219
Art Museum Location: G204
(not Spanish but made for Spain)
Art From Spanish-Speaking Countries

Diego Rivera (Mexican), Miss Mary Joy Johnson, 1939
Accession #: 1977.210
Art Museum Location: G228

Rufino Tamayo (Mexican), painter, Dancers over the Sea, 1945
Accession #: 1947.488
Art Museum Location: G229